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Abstract: Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) has revealed that information is encoded in fine-grained patterns of cortical activity that can be measured with fMRI. Study of cortical functional connectivity also has revealed fine-grained topographies in the connectome that are closely related to these patterns of activity. The surface structure of functional cortical topographies, however, allows considerable variability across brains for encoding the same information. We introduced a new conceptual framework with computational algorithms that make it possible to model the shared information that is encoded in fine-grained functional topographies that vary across brains. This framework, “hyperalignment”, models shared information as a high-dimensional information space, rather than attempting to model a shared or canonical topographic structure in the physical space of cortical anatomy. Hyperalignment is based on computational algorithms that discover this space and calculate transformations that project individually-variable patterns of neural activity and connectivity into the common model information space.

Bio: Jim Haxby is the Director of the Center for Cognitive Neuroscience at Dartmouth. His work investigates perception and knowledge of high-level and naturalistic stimuli and the development and application of computational methods for ‘neural decoding’ – how to decode thoughts and perceptions from patterns of brain activity. His most recent work has focused on the development of computational methods for building a model of shared information spaces in human cortex.
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